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Independent B2B
fund platform with
360°- Service
Fund Dealing / Execution Services Fund Custody
Fund Data Tech Solutions Distribution Support

Trailer Fee Management

Fund Research

ifsam is an independent fund platform, regulated by the CSSF. We offer institutional
investors access to more than 135,000 investment funds worldwide. Benefit from
our One-Stop-Shop solution: Order execution – global custody of funds – trailer fee
management.

ETFs

Funds in Spotlight

ifsam ETF Platform

Active Funds

“ifsam-online”
Single access and a multi functional
platform for all tasks across all fund types

– Liontrust GF European Strategic
Equity Fund
– DWS Concept ESG Blue Economy
– Ethius Global Impact
ETFs

Research
Interview magazine RankiaPro

– JPMorgan Carbon Transition Global Equity
UCITS ETF

Article for Citywire Selector

Fund Partner Network
New distribution agreements

ifsam – the art of fund business
We view ourselves as a comprehensive interface between distributors and investment companies.
With over 2 decades of experience coupled with our integral approach, we provide personal advise,
support and automated scalable services at the highest technological level.
This is what we understand as “The Art of Fund Business”.
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IFSAM
AN EXPANDED
LAUNCHES
ETF SERVICE
AN EXPANDED
ETF SERVICE
ETFs
ifsam ETF Platform
The ultimate combination of simplicity, functionality and
efficiency
ifsam in a nutshell – We are a Luxembourg-based CSSF
regulated financial services firm and B2B fund platform
serving professional clients for over 20 years. As a fullservice provider of execution 2 custody services including
mutual, hedge fund units and ETFs, we process all fund
types. For mutual funds we offer a dedicated trailer fees
service having more than 350 distribution agreements in
place. Today we hold more than EUR 30 bn in fund units
under custody and provide access to more than 135,000
funds.
Our expanded ETF platform launched in Q3/2021
A complete solution for processing all your activities in ETFs
from front 2 back. We provide all services from research
throughout trade execution across all venues and upon all
price building mechanisms to the final safekeeping of the
ETF units. Furthermore, these solutions are completed by
trade reporting as well as our data and document service
for ETFs.

The trade cycle – We provide all services along the entire
order process
To deliver more than “(Best) Execution”, we give our clients
access to all execution venues allowing them to use all price
building mechanisms – NAV or risk price – available in the
market. Post-trade we guarantee an efficient processing
from settlement throughout custody and final safekeeping
of the ETF units.
The ETF platform – ifsam paves the way between investors
and issuers
By providing independent research, master and trading data
and all documents for the distribution of ETFs, we bridge
multiple clients and issuers in order to grant access to a
single global marketplace.
Research: Our clients benefit from our in-house research
capabilities in areas such as ESG and more. With an indepth analysis and second opinion approach we could
support your fund selection process.
Data: Via ifsam-online clients have unlimited access to
our database including all master and trading data. As an
additional option our clients can subscribe to ESG data
services.
Documents: As documents including KIIDs, prospectuses
are collectively stored in the same database, a smart flow
of all data and documents from issuers to clients is assured.

Our unique value proposition and unique business model:

Together with our existing service offer for mutual and hedge funds units, today our clients
reap the benefits of single access. Unlike the traditional separation of processing orders into
active and passive funds, we provide execution 2 custody services for all fund types under
one roof, delivered by one desk.

Our business model: We are a regulated financial services firm and B2B fund platform servicing clients as a full-service
provider not affiliated with an asset manager, an ETF issuer, a bank or ICSD, as Mr. Rodja S. Reisky, Head of Business
Development & Sales, puts it.

https://www.ifsam.lu/services/expanded-etf-service/
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“ifsam-online”
Single access and a multi functional platform for
all tasks across all fund types
ETF processing integrated in ifsam-online
Whether you trade active or passive funds, an efficient
processing from front to back is one of the key requirements.
We pride ourselves on delivering scalable, high-touch
execution and custody services either backed by the
industry-wide SWIFT ecosystem or other state-of-the-art
technical solutions used within the industry.
In addition to our infrastructure which enables our clients to
access a highly automated processing of fund orders from
front 2 back, we provide a web-based platform – “ifsamonline”.
ifsam-online: The turnkey solution being a multi-functional
platform providing all tools to place orders, reconcile
trades, access fund data and documents and link to fund
research. ifsam-online is a powerful tool which follows all
functionalities across your organisation from front 2 back
office and the relationship management division.
Our value proposition: For processing all tasks related to
activities in all types of funds, ifsam-online provides all
functions and support you need to feel confident.
ifsam-online – Key elements of the platform
A state-of-the-art EMS/OMS to execute orders and
manage existing order flows
A powerful tool to reconcile trades, look up holdings and
retrieve data
A single access, for both fund dealing and back-office
departments, to master and trading data
A directory allowing you to retrieve all documentation
necessary for the distribution of funds
Access to fund research and selection by using your
dedicated personal login
ifsam-online bridges front 2 back office and relationship
management divisions, making your existing procedures
across those units even more efficient and smart.

Research
Due to its long-standing experience, independence and sound reputation in the field
of fund selection, the Research department is valued as an
interview partner by well-known media companies within
the fund industry. In this edition we would like to share with
you two relevant subjects.

RankiaPro:
In the last quarter Peter, our Head of Research, was
declared “Fund selector of the month of November”, with
an interview on the webpage of the magazine RankiaPro.
The interview offered us the chance to draw attention to
our fund selection philosophy, his daily work as a fund
selector and our views of the particularly relevant asset
classes at that point in time. Furthermore, Peter reports on
the most extraordinary thing he has seen in the markets so
far as a fund selector.

Extracts from the interview:

Work as a fund selector:
The daily work as head of fund research demands at the
current stage a very detailed evaluation of an enormous
number of academic studies which are related to fund
research. I am looking for key ratios with proven predictive
characteristics regarding future fund results. This will be
a crucial input into the composition and calibration of the
quantitative fund assessment tool.
Fund selection philosophy:
The most critical issue of the fund selecting process overall
is to evaluate the congruity of the fund. Another eminent
aspect is the resilience of the fund.
The congruity assessment starts with the analysis of the
key characteristics of the fund strategy, the implementation
of these in real transactions and their measurable results.
These assessments are the basis for selecting the most
suitable peer group and benchmark for a specific fund.
Only after that initial critical step can the detailed
quantitative analysis follow and thereafter the verification
of the congruity, for example during the fund manager
consultations within the qualitative part of the selection
process. The observation of the congruity is also a key task
of the final monitoring tools and processes.
Most relevant asset classes (November 2021):
Due to the current high uncertainty about inflation and
the answers of the central banks in the short/mid-term,
investors should adopt a more balanced style structure of
their fund universe.
We see an advantage for strategies focusing on quality and
resilience at the fundamental value assessment in their company selection process. The near-term environment should
also favour alpha focused investment funds instead of the
ones predominantly dependent on beta.
For more details, please use the
following link to the complete
interview:
Peter Reis from ifsam is our Fund
Selector of the Month – RankiaPro
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Citywire:
In addition, we have contributed an article for Citywire
Selector, which will be published in the coming weeks. It
contains a brief description of our ESG process and the area
we would like to add in 2022, the reasons why, and relevant
products.

Article:
Accepting the current limitations throughout the ESG
assessment for funds, we decided to start with a development of an effective two-step approach to filter potential
solutions out of the fund universe before starting a deep
dive into the remaining funds.
The process starts with an assessment of the efforts by
the Asset Manager to incorporate the environmental, social
and governance (ESG) factors in a consistent and reliable
manner into their ongoing investment decisions.
The second step is an analysis of the stated ESG objectives
of the funds which we differentiate by a system suggested
by an external data provider and the EU Taxonomy (SFDR).
As we have selected funds which focus on environmental
targets, we aim to offer some alternative funds in 2022
which consist of investments addressing social challenges
and targeting suitable SDGs. Furthermore, these funds
should be able to achieve a real and measurable impact in
social fields.
When it comes to reaching a suitable beneficiary and
achieving clear and measurable impacts, the financial
instrument “loan” has some clear advantages against other
financial instruments. A “loan” market which offers huge
potential for positive effects and is accessible via funds,
is the “microfinance” sector. Microfinance funds provide
loans to small business owners through the intermediary
step of local microfinance institutions, which receive nonsecuritised loans from the microfinance funds. In this sector
we highly recommend following the IIV Mikrofinanzfonds,
which has a long-lasting and sound reputation. The company
behind it, “Invest in Visions”, is still today managed by its
founder Edda Schröder.

Fund Partner Network
New distribution agreements
GQG Partners LLC
GQG Partners LLC (“GQG”) is an investment boutique focused on long-only global, emerging markets and US equity
strategies. GQG commenced investment operations in June
2016 under the leadership of prominent investor, Rajiv Jain.
Since then GQG has grown to manage approximately $91.2
billion (as at 31 December 2021).
GQG Partners focuses on identifying enduring quality
characteristics in reasonably priced global equities for
long-term capital appreciation. GQG relies on a diverse and
non-traditional team of analysts to challenge the shortterm projections and backward-looking dogma that tend
to dominate market discourse. Since its establishment in
2016, GQG Partners has set out to create a benchmark of
alignment in the industry: alignment with investors through
co-investment in our strategies and business, with our
associates, and with the global communities in which we
work and live.

Vanguard
Vanguard was founded in the United States in 1975 on a
simple but revolutionary idea: that an investment company
should manage its funds solely in the interests of its
clients. Since then, they have been helping people reach
their goals with low-cost, uncomplicated investments. This
approach has earned them the trust of millions of investors
and allowed them to become one of the world’s largest
investment management companies with USD 8.4 trillion
(as of 31 October 2021) assets under management.
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Funds in Spotlight
As a B2B fund platform we have been collaborating closely
with a large number of market players in the asset management industry for more than 20 years, providing us with a
large network and access to a wide variety of fund solutions.

We are pleased to offer asset management companies the
option to present the fund solution in their product universe
which in our estimation is the most appropriate from a fundamental and tactical perspective. The fund presentation is
supplemented by an objective and concise assessment from
our experienced Head of Fund Research, Peter Reis.

Active Funds
IE00BYXV8M50 – Liontrust GF European Strategic Equity Fund EUR A3 Inst ACC
European market volatility and regime change have created
potent conditions for the deployment of the Liontrust GF
European Strategic Equity Fund’s long/short strategy, offering investors a highly differentiated approach to European
equities. This UCITS long/short strategy focusses on the
forensic analysis of company cashflows and builds a concentrated long book of the very best cashflow stocks in Europe,
whilst deploying a diversified short book composed of the
stocks that have the weakest scores on the team’s proprietary cashflow measures.

Liontrust GF European Strategic Equity Fund EUR A3
Inst ACC
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ifsam Research view

The current portfolio positioning benefits investors as the
team are shorting high growth, expensive stocks with poor
cashflows, and holding a concentrated long book of more
value orientated stocks with strong cashflows. The net exposure remains low at around 30% and the alpha extraction
has proved to be very strong. The fund delivered a return of
34% in 2021 and 5.8% in January 2022. The managers expect the rotation from value to growth to continue and this
fund, with it’s unique process, is a rare opportunity to play
both sides of that move.
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Liontrust GF European Strategic Equity Fund EUR A3 Inst ACC

The performance figures displayed above relate to the past and past performance
should not be seen as an indication of future returns.

With its focus on cash flows, the fund clearly and transparently highlights a fundamental value in order to identify suitable
companies of high quality/substance. Supplemented by the valuation dimension, this focus produces an attractive target portfolio
with resilience potential and a certain suitability for the current uncertain environment (see our asset allocation recommendations
in the RankiaPro interview). This stringent investment focus may, however, result in temporary sector and style positionings which
together with a consistent relative overweighting of mid-sized businesses do not offer relative protection against downside risks
in relation to the benchmark in all market situations. This is the case especially since the investment focus of the benchmark is
dominated heavily by low-volatility shares and defensive sectors.
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LU2306921573 – DWS Concept ESG Blue Economy EUR TFC ACC

ifsam Research view

Water is the basis of all life - but unfortunately also a scarce
resource. Above all, the oceans are indispensable for the
health of our planet. They secure food and income for billions of people, are habitats for countless animal and plant
species and also make a significant contribution to reducing
the consequences of climate change. As ESG-labelled equity fund DWS Concept ESG Blue Economy therefore focuses on protecting the oceans. The aim of fund manager
Paul Buchwitz is to support the so-called “Blue Economy”
and thus have a positive effect on the sustainable actions
of companies related to coastal and marine ecosystems. As
a global equity fund, DWS Concept ESG Blue Economy invests primarily in companies which engage in the field of
for example mitigating ocean acidification, reducing marine
pollution, conserving and sustaining marine resources &
ecosystems usage, sustainable fisheries. Moreover the fund
management selects several companies for dedicated engagement dialogues in order to have a significant contribution towards a sustainable blue economy.

DWS Concept ESG Blue Economy EUR TFC ACC
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DWS Concept ESG Blue Economy EUR TFC ACC

The performance figures displayed above relate to the past and past performance
should not be seen as an indication of future returns.

For investors interested in companies with a business connection to water, the fund provides access to a market sector dominated
by the industrial sector with very high growth potential, thanks to its sustainable company universe selected with the involvement
of the WWF. At the same time, the fund has virtually no company overlaps with the well-known Morningstar category ‘Sector
Equity Water’ and its relevant main representatives. Only the return performance is subject to a certain degree of synchronisation.
In geographical terms, too, the fund permits diversification to the global market index thanks to an allocation weighting in the US
which is relatively very low.

DE000A2QCX03 – Ethius Global Impact EUR Inst ACC

ifsam Research view

The fund has been launched as a German mutual fund (UCITS)
in accordance with Article 9 of the EU Sustainable Finance
Disclosure Regulation (SFDR), SRI Transparency Code and the
FNG sustainability profile. By investing in listed companies and
carrying out active engagements with all portfolio companies,
sustainable change within established structures is accompanied. Through the fund partners and an interdisciplinary expert
advisory Board, new standards in the ethically sustainable investment segment are successfully implemented in the following three areas of impact: 1. Consistently sustainable company selection (through the successful Global Challenges Index),
2. Active interaction with the most important stakeholders of
the portfolio companies as well as active exercise of voting
rights during annual general meetings and 3. Direct support
of selected projects by a % share of the Fund’s ongoing administrative remuneration. The investment objectives have
been defined as the long-term financial outperformance of
the MSCI World Net Total Return Index (EUR) and the linking
of aspects of financial profitability and sustainable social-ecological impact objectives.
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Ethius Global Impact EUR Inst ACC

The performance figures displayed above relate to the past and past performance
should not be seen as an indication of future returns.

The task of selecting funds in the sustainability sector is an extremely difficult and complex one on account of the individual
concepts and implementation processes at asset manager and fund level. By contrast, Ethius Global Impact simplifies the analysis
process for investors by referring to the existing ‘Global Challenges Index (GCX)’. The underlying sustainability concept has been
mastering the reality test brilliantly since 2007, in particular through the involvement of ISS ESG.
In particular, the transparent process and the full look-through to all companies included, together with a detailed sustainability
analysis, further promote confidence.
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ETFs
IE00BMDWYZ92 – JPMorgan Carbon Transition Global Equity UCITS ETF USD ACC
The JPM Carbon Transition Global Equity UCITS ETF (JPCT)
provides investors with a core, low tracking error and low
cost (0.19% TER) exposure to global equity markets while
reducing carbon intensity.
JPCT uses a dynamic, forward looking framework which
evaluates companies based on how well they manage
greenhouse gas emissions, resources and climate related
risks. This approach reduces JPCT’s carbon intensity by at
least 30% compared to the MSCI World Index, provides
more insulation from the risks of climate change, and seizes
the investment opportunities created by the transition to a
low carbon world. JPCT has an Article 8 classification under
EU SFDR.
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ifsam Research view

The performance figures displayed above relate to the past and past performance
should not be seen as an indication of future returns.

This innovative product by JP Morgan allows all investors with the approach ‘transform rather than divest’ efficient access to the
segment of companies with a high transformation potential / low sustainability risk in relation to carbon intensity. The transparent
ETF achieves this without having to deviate noticeably from the global market index in sectoral/geographical terms. The high-effort
process to establish the most suitable candidate, relatively speaking, in each sector uses the comprehensive capacities of JP Morgan
in in-house and external research, data providers and artificial intelligence (AI) as well as sector-specific criteria. In addition to
outperformance in terms of sustainability, which is systematically ensured, outperformance in terms of returns is also possible, in
the case of a market-wide strong interest in transformation companies.
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ifsam – 360° service for your activities in third-party funds

Fund Dealing /
Execution
Services

Fund Custody

Trailer Fee
Management

Distribution
Support

Fund Research

Tech Solutions
Fund Data

One-Stop-Shop

Next steps – we are here to serve your needs
Mr. Rodja S. Reisky CIIA/CEFA
Senior Officer
Head of Business Development & Sales

Mr. Michael König
Senior Officer
Head of Fund Partner Network

Telephone: +352 27 07 31-626
rodja.reisky@ifsam.lu

Telephone: +352 27 07 31-612
michael.koenig@ifsam.lu

Imprint and Disclaimer
International Fund Services & Asset Management S.A.
25, rue Edmond Reuter
L-5326 Contern
www.ifsam.lu
“No information published constitutes an offer, a request or a recommendation
to buy or sell any investment instruments. Potential investors are personally
responsible for informing themselves about the applicable tax laws and provisions
and for complying with them in connection with the subscription, purchase, holding,
sale, redemption or distribution of investments. Nothing contained constitutes
financial, legal, tax or other advice, nor should any investment or any other decisions
be made solely based on this content. Good performance in the past does not
guarantee good performance in the future.

Any investment in units of a collective investment scheme entails or is associated
with equity market, bond market, exchange rate, interest rate, credit, volatility and
political risks. The value of the units may accordingly rise above or fall below the
purchase price. No assurance can therefore be given that the investment objectives
will be achieved. The contents of the pages made available by International Fund
Services & Asset Management S.A. have been reliably and carefully prepared to
the best of our knowledge. International Fund Services & Asset Management S.A.
but assumes no responsibility for the accuracy, completeness and timeliness of the
content.“

